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ABSTRACT 

CZT material quality improvement has been achieved by optimizing the crystal growth process. N-type conductivity has 
been measured:: on as-grown, , undoped, Cdo 9Zno 'Te. Cdo ssZno lsTe crystals have been grown. for producing high 
resistivity CZT radiation detectors. 1 The best FWHM of 57C0 122KeV spectrum was measured to be 3.7% and ( p ~ ) ~  was 
3x109 cm%"'. The microscopic gamma ray response using a beam size of 1Opm has been used to map the entire 4 mm 
x 4 mm.detector. Several black spots .indicating no signal responses were observed while all other areas showed.an 
average of 65-70% collection efficiency. The black spots suggest that at those locations, the Te precipitates are larger 
than 10pm. Detailed microscopic infrared transmission measurement on the sample found that most Te precipitates have 
sizes of 4-6pm. Theoretical analysis of the results suggests that singly*and doubly ionized TeCdVC: might be the 
shallow and deep donors previously assigned to Tecd by us. 

Keywords: CZT, radiation detector, crystal growth; Te precipitates, Te antisites, HgCdTe, infrared detector arrays 

1. :INTRODUCTION 

After half-a-century of study, CZT/CdTe gamma. ray *detectors are finally used for room temperature applications. 
Among them, the most significant is eV Product's large quantity of discrete detectors for NASA's Gamma Ray Burst 
observation.! Other achievements can .be summarized in.the papers presented at the IEEE Conference on Nuclear 
Science, Medical Imaging and Workshop on Room-Temperature Semiconductor X-ray and Gamma-Ray Detectors.2 
University of Michigan has developed techniques to characterize the 3D and depth sensing of CZT dete~tors.3.~ Fisk 
University demonstrated the importance of processing in securing the quality of,the CZT detectors? P.N Luke 
demonstrated the feasibility of producing high resolution CZT detectors for sensing high energy gamma-ray and 
particles.6 Washington State University has advanced research on defects in CZT? Others, including the groups at 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and Los Alamos National Laboratory, all have significant contribution to the 
development of CZT detectom8 

However, the CZT detector production yield is still low and the performances of these detectors'are still below our 
expectation. Some of the factors limiting the performance of CZT detectors were discussed by A.E. Bolotnikov et al? 
The problem, in our opinion, is the lack of thorough understanding of the defects in CZT/CdTe. Therefore, it is difficult 
to design a technique to systematically improve the CZT/CdTe quality. 

[n principle, the best semiconductor detector material, needs to have no/low charge trapping defectdimpurities and to 
have sufficient deep level either due to impurity or defect totpin the Fermi level near the center of the bandgap. Our 
results show that the problem of CZT crystals and detectors is the high density of charge trapping defects. In the last five 
years, we found that the major defects in CZT/CdTe are Cd vacancies (Vcd) and Te antisites (Tecd, Te at Cd 
rhese two defects behave quite differently. VCd moves very rapidly and can be generated and annihilated easily. Teed, 
3n the other hand, cannot diffuse. When they move, they disappear by forming defect complexes such as Te precipitates 
3r dislocations. To make the situation worse, VCd and.Tecd can merge together to form defect complexes of TecCVcd 
md.TecCVct, which are all donors. In addition; VCd can merge together to form Te inclusions in various sizes. From 
these discussions, it becomes clear why CZT/CdTe material is so difficult to engineer to reach desired quality. 
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CZT‘gamma ray detector research is a by-product of our HgCdTe infrared Focal Plane Array (FPA) development. CZ1 
with 4% Zn has been used as substrates of the liquid phase epitaxial growth of the HgCdTe layers. The performance oj 
the HgCdTe FPAs critically depends&on<the CZT quality. The same growth parameters have been used for produciq 
CZT gamma ray detectors,with*higher Zn composition. In 2003-2004, a modified growth process was developed tc 
grow.CZT (4% Zn) for producing high yield HgCdTe arrays. Afterwards, the same parameters have been applied foi 
growing CZT gamma ray detectors. This paper presents our CZT gamma ray results using the new process. 

2. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF CZT 

Table ,1 summarizes the general electrical properties of 11,30O‘CZT/CdTe crystals produced at Fermionics from 1980- 
2006. Before 1995, all. as-grown, undoped crystals were p-type, similar to what everyone else has claimed 
Unfortunately, those materials have very high densities of defects, defect complexes, and Te precipitates. A typical 
example is that the p-type materials always have a low infrared transmission of 63% or less comparing to a theoretical 
67% (33% reflection loss). The reduced transmission& a sign of Te precipitates. In 1995, we developed a scheme tc 
reduce the densities of defects in CdTe and Cdos~noo4Te and the as-grown material became n-type. The infrared 
Fansmission of the n-type materials is always higher than 65%, a sign of low defect density. 

Table 1. Evolution of electrical properties of CdTe/CZT produced at Fermionics 

I Technologyof I Parameters I X (Zn Contents) I 

[n March 2000, Fermionics started to produce Cdo 9Zno lTe and found that .the as-grown material is actually p-type in 
contrast to the n-type conduction of CdTe and Cd.96Zno.04Te.’o After the studies of the effects of excess Te on the 
Cdo.9Zno.lTe” and. the effects of Zn on CZT,” we developed a detailed qualitative model to explain the defect 
dynamics.I2 In November 2003, based on this model, we developed another technique to reduce the generation of defect 
complexes and Te precipitates. As a result, the as-grown Cdo.~no.lTe became n-type. 

3. EFFECTS OF CZT QUALITY ON HgCdTe MATERIALS AND ARRAYS 

Our qualification standards for Cd. 96Zno 04Te are (i) high infrared transmission (63% or higher) and (ii) n-type resistivity 
and our.specifications for LongWave HgCdTe (wavelength longer than> 10 pm) epilayers are (i) high electron mobility 
and (ii) medium undoped electron concentration ( l ~ l O ’ ~  cmsV-’s-’), and low diode leakage current. The yield data of 
Dur Cd. 96Zno 04Te as far as CZT resistivity and HgCdTe electron mobility are concerned is shown in Tables 2 and 3. The 
crystals in Table 2 wexe produced in summer 2004 and those in Table 3 were grown after one more year of advancement 
of the growth process. The improvement of the resistivity control from Table 2 to Table 3 can be clearly observed. Most 
crystals in Table 3 have a very narrow resistivity range of 1-14 L2-cm. 

Because of the excellent CZT substrates; we were able to produce state-of-the-art HgCdTe focal plane arrays. Fig. 1 
shows an imaging picture taken by a 320x256 HgCdTe focal plane array camera with a wavelength of 13.8pm at 85K. 
This is the longest wavelength ever achieved at this temperature.. We definitely attribute this result to the success in CZT 
substrate quality advancement. Using the high quality CZT substrate, we were also able to deliver 80 units of 128x128 
LWIR FPAs to Lockheed Martin in 2005. 
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Fig. 3. Detectors from CZT 10831 have a 57C0 122keV resolution of 4.8%. 

4.2 Effects of Te precipitates on CZT detectors 

One of the detectors fabricated on CZTlO8 15 was delivered to.Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL,) for evaluations. 
The first experiment was the mapping of gamma ray response across the 4mmx4mm detector using a gamma ray beam in 
a size of 1OpmxlOpm.  the overall mapping result is shown on the left side of Fig. 4. Some contours displaying the 
viriation of the response are observed. The overall response efficiency is from 58-70%. The marked portion.of the 
detector-mapping picture is magnified and presented on.the right side of Fig. 4. Several black spots in the gamma ray 
beam size of IOpmxlOpm are revealed. It was postulated that<Te precipitates in sizes of 10pmxlOpm or larger totally 
blocked the electrons and holes generated by the gamma ray and allowed no signal to be collected. 

Peak Dositions 

0 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 108120 

Fig. 4. (Left) The mapping of gamma ray response on a 4mmx4mm CZT detector using a gamma ray beam 
size of 10pmxlOpm and (right) magnified picture showing some 1Opm size black spots. 

ify the above hypothesis, infrared mapping was conducted on the sample at BNL. The overall result is displayed 
left side of Fig.5. The stepping size is 0.4mmxO.5mm. The marked unit is amplified and presented on the right 

side of Fig. 5.  Some Te precipitates with large one in sizes of 4-7pm are visible. The lack of Te precipitates larger than 
10pm in size is consistent with Fig. 4 results that few black spots were found. 
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Fig. 5. (Left) The mapping of ineared transmission on the detector in Fig. 4 and (right) the magnified picture of the 
0.4mmxOSmm unit shows some Te precipitates with large ones in sizes of 4-71m. 

1.3 lcm x lcm x lcm CZT detectors 

Two lcm x lcm x lcm CZT detectors, one from CZT 10815 and one from CZT 10831 were fabricated. Picture of the 
)ackaged detector is shown in Fig. 6. Surrounded with a guard ring, the large detector size is lcm x lcm. In the center 
If the lcm x lcm detector, there were four small lmm x lmm pixel anodes. Both units were shipped to Prof. Zhong He 
it University of Michigan for evaluation. 
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Figure 6. Mounted 1 cm x lcm x lcm CZT detector. 

letailed analyses were carried out on the two detectors. In Table 5, we only list the resistivity and (p& for discussion. 
The breakdown voltage of the large detector from .CZT. 10815 is -7OOV, indicating some surface leakage. current. 
:onsequently, the resistivity is low. On the small pixels, there was no surface leakage current and the resistivities were 
neasured to be 1.4-1.8~10'~ Racm. The (~1.c)~ of this detector, measured by two methods are 3 .2~10-~ - 4 . 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  cm2V-'. 
The second detector was fabricated from CZT 10831. The surface leakage current is absorbed by the guard ring,.which 
illows the large detector to be biased to more than -lOOOV. There is not much variation of the resistivity among the 
arge detector and the small ones, all in the range of 1.9-2.4~10" cm2V-'. The (p& of this detector is 2 . 4 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  cm2V-'. 
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Table 5. Testing results on lcmxlcmxlcm detectors 

1.4 Comparison with earlier results 

Comparison of the new results with those previously published& listed in Table 6. Either 1.25% or 1.5% 
:xcess Te was added to the growth melts for the growth of the 15% Zn CZT crystals. The best 57C0 122keV resolution 
for this,work is 3.7% comparing to 5.5% achieved earlier. The medium 57C0 122keV resolution inJthis work is 4.8% 
:omparing to 7% reported before. Besides the much-improved resolution, the uniformity of the detector grade material 
m each boule is improved from 20% o 50%. The location of the 20% uniformity in previously reported 10%Zn CZT 
ictually changes place from boule to boule. The current reproducibility is also very good. Eighty percent of the boules 
gown under the same conditions show similar characteristics 

Table 6. Comparison of the new results with those previously published. 

5. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND DEFECT MODEL 

During-the same period.we were conducting our research in 1998 to 2002, Wei and Zhang were also performing 
heoretical calculation on defects in CdTe using first-principles band structure meth~ds.’~ Some of the interesting results 
ire shown in Fig. 7. The 0.1 eV donor level is now assigned to Cd antisite (CdTe) instead of the generally accepted Cd 
interstitial (Cdi). The Cd, level is now calculated to be 0.45 eV. Related to our work are the two Tecd levels, which were 
:alculated to be 0.34 and 0.59 eV. These two data are contradicting to the two levels we assigned to Tecd in Ref 10. 
f i is  controversy needs to be addressed. 

[n our brief discussion with Dr. Wei, the chief scientist at NationaLRenewable Energy Laboratory about the controversy 
3f the donor levels of Te antisites, we mentioned that the shallow donor level is real on every sample and it must be 
related to Teed even if it’s not.Tecd. Then in 2003 IEEE Conference on Room Temperature Semiconductor X-ray and 
Samma-Ray Detectors in Portland, Lynn? presented the donor levels of VcdSTecd and VCcTeC; calculated by Dr. Wei. 
The most interesting data is that the singly ionized VccTec& has an energy level in the conduction band. This is very 
:lose to.our measured 0.01 eV donor level, which we assigned to Teed+ in Ref. 10. Another data is that the doubly 
ionized energy level of.VCcTeC; is.near,the center of CdTe bandgap. This level is very close to the deep level 
:onsidered by Fiederle17 to be the level of the Teed+ and later was considered to be Teed* by us.” If Wei’s calculation is 
:orrect;our model in Ref. 10 can be modified by changing Tecd to VCCTeC2. The rest of the model is still correct. 
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Fig. 7. Calculated donor transition energy levels in CdTe." 

Because of the above arguments, we always pay attention to the origin of the shallow level and the deep level. So far, 
we found that for both 1O%Zn CZT and 15% Zn CZT, 1.5% excess Te gives us better resistivity uniformity than those 
with'less amount of excess Te. This fact let us believe that.for reaching high resistivity, both Te antisites and Cd 
vacancies are required. Therefore, the two levels assigned to Tecd in Ref.10 might very well be TeCdVC?. In this case, 
Wei's calculation that Tecd have relatively deep levels might be correct. More experiments are needed to verify this 
postulation. 

I 6. SUMMARY 

CZT material quality improvement has been achieved by optimizing the crystal growth process. N-type conductivity has 
been measured on as-grown, undoped Cdo 9Zno 'Te. Cdo gsZno lsTe crystals have been grown for producing high 
resistivity,CZT radiation detectors. The best FWHM of 57C0 122KeV spectrum was measured to be 3.7Wand ( p ~ ) ~  was 
3x109 cm2V-'. The microscopic gamma ray response using beam size of lOpm has been used to map the entire 4 mm x 
4 mm>detector. Several'black spots indicating no signal responses were observed while all other areas showed an 
average of 65-70%' collection efficiency. The black spots suggest that at those locations, the Te precipitates are larger 
than 1Opm. Detailed microscopic infrared transmission measurement on the sample found that most Te precipitates have 
sizes 4-6prn.. Theoretical analysis of the results suggests that singly and doubly ionized TeCdVCd2 might be the shallow 
and deep donors previously assigned to Teed by us. 
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